
 

Essay on Focusing Accommodation 

 

OKD/Consciousness/Sense/Vision/Physiology/Focusing/accommodation 

In land-vertebrate eyes, flexible lens focuses image by changing surface curvature using eye 

ciliary muscles. In fish, an inflexible lens moves backwards and forwards, as in cameras. Vision 

can focus image on fovea, by making thinnest contour line and highest image-edge gradient. 

process 

To accommodate, lens muscles start relaxed, with no accommodation. Brain tightens lens 

muscles and stops at highest spatial-frequency response. 

distance 

Far objects require no eye focusing. Objects within four feet require eye focusing to reduce 

blur. Brain can judge distance by muscle tension, so one eye can measure distance. See Figure 1. 

Pinhole camera can focus scene, but eye is not pinhole camera. See Figure 2. 

far focus 

If accommodation is for point beyond object, magnification is too low, edges are blurry, and 

spatial-frequency response is lower, because scene-point light rays land on different retina 

locations, before they meet at focal point. Focal point is past retina. 

near focus 

If accommodation is for point nearer than object, magnification is too high, edges are blurry, 

and spatial-frequency response is lower, because scene-point light rays meet at focal point and 

then land on different retina locations. Focal point is in eye middle. 



 

Figure 1 

A single eye can measure distance by the amount of focusing required. 

 

To focus on point F3, the lens must have the least curvature. 

To focus on point F2, the lens must have a little more curvature. 

To focus on point F1, the lens must have more curvature. 

To focus on point F0, the lens must have the most curvature. 

The amounts of curvature (C3, C2, C1, C0) directly relate to the distances R3G3, R2G2, R1G1, 

R0G0, because the angles of refraction are the same. 

The distances R3G3, R2G2, R1G1, R0G0 directly relate to the distances F3G3, F2G2, F1G1, 

F0G0 and R3F3, R2F2, R1F1, R0F0, because the angles of refraction are the same. 

The amount of curvature directly relates to the distance of the point from the retina. 

The kinesthetic system can find the lens curvature by measuring lens muscle tension, so one can 

calculate distance relative to lens curvature. 

You can verify this by looking at a point, then a nearer point. You feel tightening of the lens 

muscles. 



 

Figure 2 

A pinhole camera can focus a scene, but the eye is not a pinhole camera. 

 

A pinhole (P) allows only one ray of light from a point to enter and project straight to the back. 

A pinhole camera is dim, because a pinhole is small and little light enters. 

A lens gathers light from a point over its area and focuses all those light rays onto a single point.  

The eye gathers light using its lens and controls the amount of light using its pupil. 
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